
Annexure:

Examples of notes for 7th standard CBSE syllabus

Human environment module
(7th standard, Science chapters 3, 4, 6 and Geography chapters 20, 21, 22)

Science, Chapter 4: “Heat”

A. Case studies in Auroville
1. Visit Prakti to learn about biomass stoves and how principles of heat transfer are 

used to make better stoves.
2. Visit Johnny in Fertile to see how a Sterling engine is used to convert heat into me-

chanical energy.
3. Visit the Solar Kitchen to learn how the heat from sunlight is used to cook food, and 

also to learn about passive solar architecture.
B. Possible activities and experiments

1. Measure the temperature at different distances from a pot on flame. Describe what 
the experiment has taught you about heat transfer.

2. Make a simple pot skirt and repeat the experiment. What do you find?
C. Mapping exercises

1. Where do you see examples of passive solar architecture around you? Make a map 
showing all these examples. 

D. Questions to consider
1. How can you use the properties of heat to keep your own home cooler in summer 

and warmer in winter?
2. Why is an umbrella black? What colours would you choose, and why? How can you 

improve it using just colours?
E. Additional materials

1. Class 7 Chemistry - Heat (video lesson) http://www.examfear.com/free-video-
lesson/Class-7/Chemistry/Heat/part-1.htm

2. PBS LearningMedia - Thermal Energy Transfer (interactive slideshow) 
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/lsps07-sci-phys-
thermalenergy/thermal-energy-transfer/

3. "Auroville Solar Kitchen" on Solar Cooking Wiki (article) http://solarcooking.wikia.-
com/wiki/Auroville_Solar_Kitchen

Water and wastewater module
(7th standard, Science chapters 16 and 18 and Geography chapters 16, 17, 18)

Geography, Chapter 16: “Moisture in the Air”

A. Case studies in Auroville
1. Visit the Center for Scientific Research (CSR) to see the weather station and rain 

gauge.
B. Possible activities and experiments

1. Look at the humidity data on the website http://water.auroville.org.in. What does it 
tell you about the seasonal and daily changes in humidity in Auroville? Does location 
of the weather station affect humidity? Why?
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2. Look at the rainfall data on http://water.auroville.org.in for the last five years. What 
does it tell you about the changes in rainfall? Which type of rainfall do we receive?

3. After studying the water cycle, what do you think are the advantages and 
disadvantages of 1) storm drains and 2) paved surfaces? Can you think of ways to 
counter the disadvantages?

4. Look at the well water levels for the well at your school or home on 
http://water.auroville.org.in. Discuss how it has changed over the years and how it 
changes with the season. Prepare a graph from the website data.

C. Mapping exercises
1. Observe and map the different components of the water cycle around you. Take 

photos where appropriate and prepare a mind map based on what you see and 
think.

D. Questions to consider
1. How does a clay pot cool the water? (clue: it has to do with evaporation)
2. Which forms of condensation do you see around you? Take pictures and explain. 

(clouds, dew, condensation on cold drink or refrigerator)
3. Have you seen fog? Where? Think about why there is never any fog in Auroville.
4. How does humidity affect your day to day life? (e.g. sweating, rusting of metal 

things, air-drying clothes)
5. Grass, flowers and leaves are good radiators. How can you use the fact that they cool

down quickly? (Remember that they use the light energy for photosynthesis, so they 
don’t heat up as much.)

6. Why do winds cool down when they go up?
7. Why is the East coast of India prone to cyclones?

E. Additional materials
1. NASA - Earth's Water Cycle (video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oaD-

kph9yQBs
2. Interesting technology: ways to get pure water from air. Watch the videos below and 

compare Warkawater and Watermaker. Which one would you prefer? Why?
i. (article) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_water_generator
ii. Warka Water (article) http://www.wired.com/2014/03/warka-  water  -africa/
iii. Warka Water (video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RjGVRuN9akM
iv. Watermaker (website) http://watermakerindia.com/technology.php
v. Watermaker - Jalimudi village project (video) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rzAkc6otyGI
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